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Main Ideas & Focus questions (keep these in mind as you complete 2F - 2L):
• What was the Industrial Revolution? How was it caused (what conditions were necessary)?
• Why did it start in Britain? How was Britain transformed into an industrial nation?
• What was lost and gained through the Industrial Revolution?

Questions from Crossroads Ch. 5:
1. Where did the Industrial Revolution start?  What did this nation have that made it a good place for 
industrialization?  What important commodity did it possess?

2. When were the greatest effects of the Industrial Revolution?

3. What were the early effects of the Industrial Revolution on ordinary people? 

4. What was the purpose in having and developing colonies?

5. What has been the long-term effect of the Industrial Revolution on the environment and the way 
people interact with nature? 

6. What careers were religious groups still allowed to join under the Test Act?

7. How did Britain use its colony of India to fund industrialization?



Vocabulary (be familiar with these terms and/or define briefly, using texts for help):

technology (as it relates to industry)

industrialized

labour supply

capital (as in money or resources)

raw materials

Hosford Study Atlas Questions on p. 79

What changes occurred in Britain which allowed industrialization to take place?

Why did the Luddites sabotage machinery in factories and mills?

Hosford Study Atlas Questions p. 80

What were some natural advantages that helped Britain develop industry?

What were some cultural advantages that allowed Britain to develop industry?


